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futile—no more feasible than it would be to divide, say, Monet’s Water Lilies into one part

that is French Impressionist and another that is a reliable picture of the world. To put the

point differently: scientific theories are not mistaken insofar as they are the distinctive

products of a certain culture’s worldview, and they are not true insofar as they are

separable from such a worldview. The ways Ernst Haeckel was wrong were no more

distinctively German Idealistic than were the ways he was right.

If we are to consider Haeckel’s ideas seriously—without dismissing them as an

Idealist’s air castle—then one of the first questions we must ask is how the parallel he

observed could come about. As both Darwin and Haeckel realized, there is a

straightforward way evolution could engender its recapitulation in embryological

development. First, say an organism has a developmental program that passes through an

immature morphology we’ll call A and ends in an adult morphology we’ll call B. This

organism, with developmental program A → B, gives rise to two new species:
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Suppose each new evolutionary change occurs by adding a new segment of

development to the end of the existing developmental process. So, for example, one

species adds a new stage that ends with adult morphology C:

The change from B to C is now the last step in development as well as evolution. Our

recapitulation is brief, because we’ve imagined only one step of evolutionary change. But

you can see that if evolution were to carry on adding new segments to the end of the

developmental pathway, the recapitulation of ancestral adult morphologies could become

extensive, stretching from ancient ancestors to contemporary species.

But would evolution actually work this way? Would it really tend to add new segments

at the end of the developmental program? Here’s a metaphor that illustrates why it might.

You have in hand a set of directions to drive from point A to point B in a large city—and

it’s an old city, like Rome, with many winding, one-way streets. As it happens, you actually

need to get somewhere that’s one block north and one block east of point B; call it point

C. One way you might proceed is to drive to point B first, and then drive one block north
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procedure for using it a conscious one, or the entire affair may have been largely implicit

and subconscious—but either way, when they wanted to determine where in the hierarchy

a certain organism belonged, they must have done so basically by checking how many

attributes from their key list that organism possessed. The more they found, the higher up

they would slot the creature. And I believe this procedure—in itself and irrespective of the

particular species one believes is ideal—will generate a hierarchy for which a correlated

historical succession of fossils can be found. Just to test this notion, I want to try out the

procedure, but without reference to any real species. I think some doodles might help in

thinking it through, so here goes:

Let’s say a certain Idealist, a peculiar fellow named Helmut, has a favorite organism

that is not Homo sapiens. (It could be anything; just don’t think human.) And this beloved

creature of his has three attributes he finds noteworthy, which we’ll represent as ●, ♦, and

■. It’s not hard to imagine an evolutionary tree that could have led to Helmut’s ideal:
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At the top of the tree, I’ve written which attributes four living species possess. The

number of noteworthy traits these creatures share with Helmut’s ideal ranges from zero { }

up to two {● ♦}, with closer relatives of the ideal sharing more with it. This pattern may

seem fairly intuitive, but it might prove helpful in a moment to state now why it is so: the

attributes themselves have an evolutionary history; they have come about in the long line of

descent that leads to the ideal. In fact, I can just draw onto the tree where in the history of

these species the attributes first arose:

 

When Helmut draws up his hierarchy, he ranks these species according to the number

of attributes they share with his ideal. So his Great Chain of Being would look like this:

{● ♦ ■}
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{● ♦}

{●}

{ }

And what will Helmut find when he now heads out to look for fossils? We can imagine

fossilization taking snapshots of the lines of descent shown in our tree. And if I just draw

them in—these moments fossils are deposited in the earth—it becomes clear, I think, that

the historical succession of species will reaffirm Helmut’s hierarchy:

“Look at that,” I mutter as my pen streaks an arrow from the bottom of the imaginary

fossil record up to the top.

“What’s that?” Graham says.
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to happen differently for von Baer’s pattern to emerge:

You’ll recall that, as our metaphor for development, we invoked the challenge of

navigating from point A to point B in an ancient and labyrinthine city. And to extend this

metaphor into the realm of evolutionary change, we imagined that, while we held in our

hands a set of directions from A to B, we now wanted to reach destination C, which was

just two blocks away from B. The only truly safe solution, we said, would be to travel first

all the way to B, and then to go from there to C. But perhaps we took the argument a bit

too far. It is surely true that making the two-block adjustment very early in our set of

directions would be a big mistake, leading us into an unfamiliar maze of streets. But would

we really have to go all the way to B? Perhaps we could, for instance, tweak our route

when we were just a few blocks away from B. That would probably allow us to find our

way to C, and do so rather more directly than if we had first gone all the way to B.

Similarly, perhaps evolution need not append every new stage to the very end of
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development; perhaps it can instead tinker with the final steps of the existing developmental

pathway, changing morphology B, bit by bit, to morphology C:

As you can see, under this evolutionary scenario, the developing descendants never exhibit

B, the adult morphology of their ancestor. But they do reprise A, the ancestor’s juvenile

form—and that, as we’ve said, is von Baerian recapitulation.

Turning around now from the figures I’ve been drawing on the whiteboard, I find the

students looking befuddled: Allie’s nose is crinkled, as if she were enduring a pain in her

gut; Ace’s head is canted back, and he is peering at me through narrowed eyes—a posture

of musing resignation to the universe’s state of confusion. Even Millie seems to sense an

atmosphere of disconcertion: she is holding her head low, eyeing me warily. If the group,

just a short while ago, felt like a single mind alight with activity, then I’ve somehow

delivered a sturdy knock to the head, causing many bright connections to wink out. Not
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Above the tree, I’ve sketched the basic form of each lineage. Based on the

arrangement of different jaw forms at the top of the tree, we can infer fairly easily where in

the evolutionary history of these various species the jaws underwent important changes.

And what’s intriguing is that, when we compare our reconstruction of evolutionary

transformations to the development of just one species, the needlefish, we find nicely

parallel sequences of change:
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Perfect! proclaims the Haeckelian: Ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny, just as we

expected! But the von Baerian stops him right there. Just you wait! he says, and then

points out that if you watch a halfbeak develop, you see it go through these steps:

So how do we know, the von Baerian asks, that the developing needlefish is

recapitulating the morphology of the adult halfbeak, and not that of the juvenile halfbeak?

Perhaps what we are seeing is not Haeckelian recapitulation at all. Perhaps the fishes share

their early developmental program, but each follows its own late developmental program.

But what’s the big deal? I mean, why does it really matter which halfbeak stage is

recapitulated during needlefish development? Well, if it’s the adult stage, then evolution of

the needlefish happened by terminal addition: elongation of the upper jaw was appended to

the very end of halfbeak development. But if it’s the juvenile halfbeak that’s recapitulated,

then evolution happened not by terminal addition, but rather by modification of the late
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The label that says Type I & Type II SINEs proliferate indicates that the two new

strains of SINE must have invaded the genome of the common ancestor of cows, hippos,

and whales—and they must have done so after that ancestor had already diverged from

pigs, camels, and everything else. This contradicts the paleontologists’ theory that the

whales diverged earlier, from the ancestor of all even-toed ungulates, the larger group that

includes pigs and camels. But wait, the paleontologists might object, maybe we’re right,

maybe the whales did diverge earlier, from the ancestor of all even-toed ungulates, but the

SINEs happened to be lost from the genomes of pigs and camels. No, we’d have to say:

SINEs leave a permanent mark. There is really no way they could have disappeared

without a trace.

There is another nice result here, encapsulated in the label that says 2 new copies of

Type II SINE. The Japanese group had found copies of their Type II SINE at two
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We’ll get to that in a moment, but for now, let’s just say this sequence experiences one

mutation every two generations. Now, which female ancestor do these two whales share?

A grandmother, because, look:

There are four acts of reproduction here—just count the line segments. And in every

two such reproductions, we said, we expect one mutation. So if fin whale #1 and fin whale

#2 share a grandma, they end up differing by two mutations, just as we observed in their

sequences. Now, mutation is a chancy process, so just because whales #1 and #2 differ by

two mutations doesn’t necessarily mean they share a grandmother. That’s just the most

likely scenario. Or, to put that the other way around, if two whales share a grandmother,

their sequences will probably differ by two mutations, but they could also differ by zero,

one, three, four, and so on. (Just as, if you flip a coin four times, you won’t necessarily get

two heads.) However, if we take enough pairs of whales, and count the number of

differences in this particular sequence between every single pair, we can find the average

number of differences—and therefore, the most likely number of generations we have to

go back in time before any two whales share a female ancestor.
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